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ANNUAL
CONFERENCE
Fit for the future
join us at Dunston Hall, Norwich
3–6 June 2018

WELCOME TO
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THE ASSOCIATION OF CREATIVE & PRINT MANAGERS IN EDUCATION MAGAZINE

Welcome to Issue Five of pages, the magazine
designed and printed for ACPME members to
share insights and to raise awareness of the depth
and breadth of our interests.
 Neale Smith

(Printer at the
University of
Reading) printing
this cover

b

G

The printing of this
issue is a double-act.
The text pages were
printed litho at the
University of Leicester
and the cover was
printed digitally at the
University of Reading.

 Vitin Sudra
(Senior Litho Printer
at the University of
Leicester) printing
the text pages

/acpme.ac.uk |

@acpme_uk | www.acpme.ac.uk

#ACPMEConf18 | Book your place now

This issue looks ahead to
what promises to be another
cracking ACPME Annual
Conference in June and
profiles three members’ inhouse operations – discussing
how they’re each making
themselves ‘Fit for the Future’.
First, we chat to Craig Colledge
from The University of Warwick,
focusing on their impressive
web-to-print journey. Then,
we travel to the Steel City to
learn about Sheffield Hallam
University’s Print Shop and
The University of Sheffield’s
Print and Design Solutions.
Planning for Norwich is nearing
completion. This year, we’ve
pushed the boat out further
than ever to ensure 2018
lives up to the unforgettable
standard set last summer in
Glasgow. More boats? You bet!

Whether you’re a designer in
a creative team, a marketeer,
a photographer or a print
manager – there’ll be energy
from the beginning to end.
The ACPME conference is your
one-stop-shop for continuing
professional development.
You need to be there!
And you need to enter the
ACPME Awards too. They’re
a great way to celebrate the
achievements of your team
and to boost morale. So get
your entries in. Give yourself a
chance of tweeting that you’re
award-winning from the Awards
Dinner and start your next PDR
with a success story.
Make yourself a cuppa, take
a seat and enjoy reading.
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In this issue
Profile-packed fifth issue with an eye to Norwich 2018
ACPME AWARDS –
CALL FOR ENTRIES 5

MORE THAN MEETS
THE EYE 17–23

An excellent opportunity for
you to raise the profile of your
creative and print service

COLLABORATION,
HELPS TO GET
IT RIGHT
31–39

CELEBRATE YOUR

SENT TO COVENTRY
6–13
Sheffield Hallam University
We join Paul Bishop, Print Shop
Manager at Hallam, at his ‘Open
Tardis’ event to chat about his
career in print and what’s new
for The Print Shop
The University of Warwick
We take a look at Craig
Colledge’s journey
into print, and the evolution of
Warwick’s in-house service

NUMBERS 27–30
Key findings from Two Sides’
UK survey about how print and
paper is viewed, preferred and
trusted by consumers in today’s
digital world

TEAM’S WORK
The University of Sheffield
We chat with Paul Tetley
and team to discover how they
support and influence clients
and colleagues, optimise their
operations and seek out new
opportunities

CALL FOR ENTRIES
ACPME Creative & Print Awards
are an excellent opportunity
for you to raise the profile of
your creative and print service
within your institution and
across our network. A chance to
call yourselves ‘award-winning’
within the sector. A way to
celebrate the achievements of
your team and boost morale
and an achievement to talk
about in your own PDR.

DATES FOR YOUR
DIARY 42
Upcoming events and dates
to mark on your calendar

YOUR BOARD 43
Contact details for your busy
ACPME Board of Directors

The Association of Creative
and Print Managers in
Education, a private company
limited by guarantee
registered in England and
Wales number 10244428.
Registered address:
The White House,
18 Willenhall Close,
Luton LU3 3XX
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A handful of the 2017 winners

Paper kindly donated by Antalis. Many thanks to
Les Jones and the HE team. Cover: 270gsm SKIN Curious
Collection Digital Black, Text: 130gsm Cocoon Silk.
www.antalis.co.uk
Printing the text pages of this magazine on Cocoon Silk
100% recycled paper rather than a non recycled paper,
the environmental impact was reduced by:
270kg of landfill, 36kg CO2 and greenhouse gases,
10,548 litres of water, 620kWh of energy and
440kg of wood
Source: Carbon footprint data evaluated by Labelia
Conseil, Virgin fibre data latest European BREF data

Cover printing – in-house at the
University of Reading on Ricoh C7100X.
CMYK over white toner, two passes.
Text printing, finishing and mailing – in-house
at the University of Leicester. Printed on
B2 Shinohara litho press.
Design, editing, photography, advertising
and production management
www.creativescrum.co.uk
To advertise call Darren on 07872 417028
or email comms@acpme.ac.uk

There are six categories and
each has ‘Winner’ and ‘HighlyCommended’ awards:
1. Service of the Year
2. Best In-House Design
3. Best In-House Photography
4. Best In-House Litho
Printed Product
5. Best In-House Digital
Printed Product

6. Best In-House Innovation
Photos of winners and their
Entry deadline: Friday 6 April
work will appear in the next
issue of this magazine – landing Judging: April 2018
on the desks of 1,200 creative
www.acpme.ac.uk/
and print professionals – on the index.php/awards
ACPME website and in social
media. Ensure it’s your team’s
work everyone is reading about.
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 Warwick Print’s
online portal
for student and
external customer
orders
 The University
of Warwick has
made outstanding
progress in a
very short time,
securing a unique
reputation
through the
ability to combine
excellence,
creativity and
intellectual rigour
with agility,
professionalism
and sustainability

SENT
TO

at a glance

24,603
6,337
one
one
24
six
two

COVENTRY

We caught up with long-time ACPME member Craig Colledge
from The University of Warwick to take a look at his journey
into print, and the evolution of Warwick’s in-house service.

students at Warwick

staff at Warwick

campus print facility

Tell me about your own journey
into print?

in-house design studio

digital presses

large format machines

550
MIS
DSF
student
machines in MFD fleet

Imprint

Digital StoreFront online portal

online and external portal

MEMBER PROFILE

equivalent FTE staff in Print Unit

My journey started in 1985, on
completion of a BA (Hons) in
Graphic Design. I worked as a
graphics technician with three
secondary schools in Coventry,
supporting teachers to deliver
a new initiative focussed on
developing pupils’ graphic art
skills. After two years, I moved
to a major exhibition company
as a production assistant. We
produced photographic-based
graphics for the commercial
sector – when large format inkjet
printers were still a long way off!
I joined The University of
Warwick in 1998 as a Retail
Manager, developing a new
copy-shop facility.
My career advanced through a
range of retail and print roles for

the University’s commercial
arm, and I was appointed
Head of Warwick Print in 2008.
Leading Warwick Print, over the
last ten years, I’ve seen many
changes as the world of print has
evolved. Perhaps the biggest
change of all was moving from
being a litho printer to focussing
solely on digital print. In recent
years, one of the most significant
and positive changes at Warwick

 Craig Colledge,
Head of Warwick
Print
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Print has been reporting directly
to the Director of IT. Since
becoming part of IT Services we
have been able to concentrate far
more on excellent service delivery
and we have invested in new
equipment to enable us to serve
our customers more efficiently.
There’s now less emphasis on
turnover, with customer service
KPIs being our biggest measure
of success.
Is your unit’s focus on staff
or students?
Both – with the addition of
external revenue. 70% of orders
are generated by staff, 20% by
students and 10% are external.
What’s been the key to your
unit’s success?
A ‘can do’ attitude from all the
team, willingness to support each
other and, above all, our focus
on the key reason for being an
in-house print service ‘Offering
Excellent Customer Service’.
With strong leadership and
support, we have seen our
position rise, our service offering
expand and our KPIs go from
strength-to-strength.
Tell me the best investment
 Canon imagePRESS C10000
digital printing
 Traditional bindery and foil work
still forms part of Warwick Print’s
service offering
 Corporate branding for Midlandsbased Dental practices, combining
design consultation and print

or decision you ever made?
Investing in new MIS and webto-print software five years ago.
It enabled us to gain a greater
understanding of business
metrics and allowed us to drill

down into core activities. It has
led to us having a strong web-toprint infrastructure.
What new equipment have
you invested in?
After a tender process with
Procurement, we invested in a
Canon imagePRESS C10000VP.
The new machine has given
the University Marketing teams
greater confidence in Warwick
Print’s ability to deliver quality
colour digital printing. So much
so that all University digital print
is now directed to our central
print room or to our MFD fleet.
How are you planning to expand
or consolidate your services?
We plan to build on the
confidence and support that
we’ve established. Warwick
Print is now the University’s first
choice for all things print-related
and all frameworks for digital
and offset print, personalised
products, large format print, webto-print and MFD Managed Print
managed by our team.
Our challenge is to maintain this
confidence and to continue to
deliver excellent service within
the constantly changing variables
of University life.
Do you have a creative offering?
Yes. We have an in-house team
consisting of two full-time and
one part-time creative designers.

It’s a challenging
market so
maintaining turnover
in line with inflation
is the objective. It
gives us the ability
to benchmark our
pricing against
commercial printers.

 NODA (National Operatic and
Dramatic Association), one of many
external businesses working with
Warwick Print
 Examples of digital and
wide format University of Warwick
branded marketing material
produced in-house

Are you the only design team
on campus?
Warwick Print is on a Design and
Creative Framework managed by
Marketing. They have a strong
presence within the University,
with teams that support key
departments, providing access
to other design agencies which
specialise in campaigns, brand
development, etc.
Do you undertake external work?
Yes. We have actively undertaken
external work for over ten years.
Is this seen as a growth area?
It’s a challenging market, so the
objective is maintaining turnover

in line with inflation. External
work gives us the ability to
benchmark our pricing structure
against commercial printers.
Are you responsible for central
print purchasing including the
prospectus?
Warwick Print handles 80%
of University offset print
requirements. Departments are
encouraged to use our expertise
and MIS quoting systems to
obtain the most competitive
quotes from printers on the
framework. The prospectus and
similar larger publications
are handled by the central
marketing team.
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Are you responsible for managing

Do you offer self-service or while

the MFD fleet?

you wait services?

Yes, working with Procurement,
IT Services and a third-party, we
currently manage 550 devices,
covering departmental and
student requirements. SafeCom
is the software of choice, along
with, predominately, Kyocera
devices, supported by a few
Hewlett Packard devices.

There is no facility for self-service
within the central print room.
Our preference is to receive files
via DSF or, in the case of the
students, warwickprint.co.uk
(we currently offer a 4–6 hour
turnaround for online submission).
Students have access to MFDs
across multiple locations both on
and off campus on a cost-per-click
basis utilising their student cards.

Have you seen any shifts in your
unit’s activity recently?

 Wide format exhibition design
and print for Jaguar Land Rover
 Gerry, from Warwick Print’s
creative studio, at work on exhibition
display artwork for wide format print

Volume, in terms of number of
orders, has increased year on
year, with online print requests
feeding directly into the print
room. Volume in clicks is falling,
especially mono. Since the
introduction of MFDs the University
has more choice in how it prints.
The challenge is to manage that
balance, ensuring cost-effective
printing for the University.
Having the ability to manage
and oversee all aspects of print
across the University gives greater
transparency when reporting back
to the Executive Team.

What are your team’s
greatest strengths?
Delivering an excellent service
to all our customers. This is
achieved by working together
and multi-tasking within each
area of Warwick Print. The team
has won many University awards
for its approach to teamwork
and we take pride in these
achievements. The introduction
of automated workflows utilising
Imprint production software has
given the team the tools we need
to deliver a great service and
meet customer expectations.

 Production Manager, Craig,
during a run of 4pp A4 digital print
 Views of daily working life
at Warwick Print
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UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK
 University of Warwick
branded stationery examples,
available via the Digital Store Front
web-to-print portal

Inform Paper,
Online Ordering System DSF (Digital Store Front),
June 2014

 Keith and Sandra from the Warwick
Print production team discussing
team allocation and shift patterns

Why you need to know this

Do you have a web-to-print
portal?
We purchased Digital Store Front
(DSF) in 2014 to complement
our warwickprint.co.uk portal.
We needed a dedicated online
portal for University customers
which accepted cost codes.
It also had to sit alongside the
credit card transactions on our
.co.uk website.
During August 2009 the central
campus Copy Shop was closed

for redevelopment. This resulted
in a £70k spend on print being
lost and students having no
direct resource for print within
the University. A year later, after
utilising the University Site
Builder platform and Forms
Builder application, our first
online service was introduced
for students. At first it was a
dissertation only service. £69k
turnover was achieved in the first
year of its operation (2010/11),
proving there was a demand for

online submission. Early in 2011
Warwick Print was given the
green light to employ a full-time
web developer, on the provision
of returning £90k turnover for
2011/12. With the skillset in
place, Version 2 of our Online
Copy Shop was soon created
returning £95k 2011/12. A push
on Google analytics in 2013
resulted in www.warwickprint.
co.uk being top five UK listed.
Listening to student feedback
the site was constantly updated
and simplified where possible.
Turnover has continued to grow
and with the release of our latest
site early in 2018 turnover
is forecast at £160k.
With the student market covered,
the next challenge was to
introduce a similar service for
University departments.
In March 2014 we used the GPS
Framework to tender for a solution
that had to handle 20K+ cost
codes and have the ability to link
with our Imprint MIS. Working with
a project team from Procurement,
ITS Technical and ITS Project
Management.
During the process we prepared
the ‘Inform’ summary paper (see
opposite) for the Head of Finance.

• Through MPS and the Central
Print resource Warwick Print
generates over 50 million
impressions a year managing
90% of University print
requirements
• Extensive work has been
carried out over the last ten
months to fully understand
workflow
• Concentrating on all of the
inherent manual intervention
required for customers
submitting work and the
team processing from enquiry
to delivery
The benefits to the customer:
• Login linked to University Active
Directory for single sign-on
• Ability to upload files and follow
step-by-step process to build
a document that can be viewed
and approved by user before
sending for print
• University stationery
turnaround times cut to same/
next day
• As document is built, shopping
basket shows cost of product
before processing
• Template-based products
will keep the integrity of
University branding
• Ability to archive documents
and re-order when required
The benefits to Warwick Print:

• Reduction in generating
estimates, thus speeding
process of enquiry to print
• Improved customer
perception through proofing
being acknowledged before
submission
• Links in with strategy of highvolume printing being directed
to central resource
What we have done:
• The results of such analysis
led to a project team being put
together and sourcing of an
Online Ordering System
• February 2014 went out to
tender through GPS framework
• March 2014 cut off for
responses
• April/May 2014 interviewed/
challenged potential supplier
• The process certainly endorsed
the benefits of scoping the right
project team:
• Procurement did a great
job in reducing the cost
implication
• ITS certainly challenged
key technical aspects of
the project
• Project Manager challenged
our thought process
throughout
• June 2014 looking to award to
supplier (Canon)
Progress/Results so far

• Software cost implication initial
tender response £XX,XXX for
• Administration team freed from
all options
manual inputting giving more
• After further discussions a
attention to customer support
Sandbox test environment
• Cost codes automatically
was required £X,XXX giving
approved through SAP directory,
total of £XX,XXX
improved invoicing

• Negotiated down to £XX,XXX
saving £XX,XXX, 5 year
quarterly payments of £X,XXX
• Annual maintenance cost
implication of £X,XXX
Contribution to cost implication:
• Part-time admin role retiring
April 2015 – £XXk annually
through non replacement
• Growth in market share of
University print, contributing to
increased productivity/turnover
What next:
• July/Aug 2014 work with IT to
implement and integrate DSF
with existing MIS
• Aug/Oct 2014 pilot system with
selected users in WBS, WMG
and Economics
• Continue to communicate
the cost benefits of utilising
Central Print resource over
departmental MFDs by
introducing DSF
• Work to capture increasing
% of internal work through
DSF by August 2015
• Adapt current departmental
MFDs to re-direct high-volume
into Central Print resource
• Build on 90% market share,
working to 99% over life of 5YP
• Capture Net Promoter Score for
customers using DSF, versus
customers who use
the ‘manual route’
• Continue to build on overall
customer experience
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Fast-forward!

In August 2014 Digital Store Front (DSF) was purchased to complement
our www.warwickprint.co.uk portal.

How was the implementation

Did you pilot test your storefront

and training?

with staff?

Working closely with IT Services
and third-party supplier the
installation onto University
servers went well. Integrating
DSF with Imprint (MIS) for
automated work-flow was
challenging. Thankfully, having
a full-time web developer
within Warwick Print allowed
for a live site being presented
at the University Network Day
in December 2014. This was
followed up in January 2015 with
departmental workshops, carried
out by the administrative team
from Warwick Print. By July 2015
five store fronts had been created
for individual departments.

Testing was key to the success
of the roll out and the launch
came at an opportune time.
In May 2015 the University
launched its rebrand and all
stationery requirements were
directed to Warwick Print through
DSF. This meant all departments
had sight of our web-to-print from
the early stages.

Warwick Print still hold regular
DSF awareness meetings with
departments. DSF is still a
work in progress, work is being
carried out early this year to
upgrade to Smart Canvas and
have a fully-licensed ‘sandbox’
test environment for future
development. Eventually all
web-to-print will be directed
through DSF, wrapping both cost
code and credit card transactions
into one platform 

How did you market your new
online storefront?
Buy-in from Central Marketing to
support the University rebrand
was essential. We worked with
them and we were present at
all their road shows to highlight
the service. The team at

HP has reinvented large-format printing productivity so that you can work more quickly
than ever and generate new revenue streams. The HP PageWide XL Printer portfolio print
monochrome and colour faster than on alternatives.
Past.Present.PageWide
 Quality control checking during
digital print production with in-line
booklet finishing

Find out more: www.hp.com/go/pagewidexl Tel: 0800 408 4348
© 2017 HP Development Company, L.P.

The Web-to-Print
Technology for
University In-Plants
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MORE THAN MEETS

THE EYE
Paul Bishop, Print Shop
Manager at Hallam,
discusses his journey in
print and what’s new for
The Print Shop

The University of York opened their
print business 24/7 with PersonalEffect
StoreFlow. By enabling online print
ordering and personalisation, they
improved their entire ordering workflow,
reduced administration time, reached a
wider audience and increased revenue.

It has never been more important
for Education In-Plants to provide
high-quality and cost-effective
print services that can compete
with the high-street.

PersonalEffect StoreFlow
The best-in-class all-in-one Web-to-Print
solution for creating and managing online stores
and marketing portals. Cost-effectively scale
your business:
• Complete web-to-print storefront open for
business 24/7
• Prepress automation with built-in Xerox®
FreeFlow® Core
• Static, personalised and variable-data
documents
• Mobile-friendly shopping experience from any
device
Scan this QR code to learn how XMPie StoreFlow
can help you meet the ever-growing
print demands of students, faculty
and the public and ensure your
future as a cornerstone on campus.
www.xmpie.com/ACPME

 Barrie from
between
thealways
large worked in print?
Have
you
format rolls

I have since graduating in 1995.
Before that, I worked part-time
in a local restaurant and hotel
– initially as a pot washer, then
helping on the food side until
I became the breakfast chef. I
did this through my A-levels and
carried on for around ten years.
After graduation I went
backpacking. After nine months
I returned to the recession. It
was hard to find a job, so (until
something else turned up) I took
a job as a trainee sales rep at
Watmoughs Financial Print in
Bradford. At the same time the
restaurant offered me the chance
to train as a chef. I turned this
down for a job in print!
The sales rep part didn’t work
out, but an opportunity arose to
become the production planner
and then the production planning
manager. After nine years with
Watmoughs (which became
Polestar Corporate Print) and
a move to a new site in Leeds,
I was made redundant when the

company closed. I then took a
job in Sheffield as production
planner at Loxleys – the greeting
card producer. I was only at
Loxleys for nine months when
the opportunity arose to join
Sheffield Hallam University as
the Print Manager.
What attracted you to Hallam?
I didn’t like the job I was in.
I am an ex-Hallam student and
the job of Print Manager
sounded great, which was
confirmed when I came for the
interview, the challenge and
environment seemed just
right. It’s strange how
things work out. If I hadn’t
been made redundant
I probably wouldn’t
have seen the job,
and I really enjoy
working at Hallam.

 Paul explaining
The Print Shop’s
latest products at
their February
‘Open Tardis’
 A trompe l’œil floor
graphic being enjoyed
at the SHU Family Day

MEMBER PROFILE

Featured Case Study:
University of York
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SHEFFIELD HALLAM UNIVERSITY PRINT SHOP

OPEN TARDIS
The Print Shop recently welcomed staff from
around the University aboard their ship.
Here are a few snaps – including their graphicwrapped Tardis doors, innovative mailers and
visitors discovering what the team can offer.

 Innovative
mailshots for the
Open Tardis event that
included (clockwise):
personalised Reveal
invitations, Near
Field Communication
(NFC) enabled flyers
that linked to a
promotional video
and Fun-flips

I just wanted to pass on my thanks for the
efficient way in which you have handled a number
of teaching-related print jobs for me over the
last few weeks, including rapid turnaround and
delivery to teaching rooms at the appointed times.
This level of service is really very helpful from an
academic’s point of view. Much appreciated.
Dr Mike Crone
Senior Lecturer in International
Business, Sheffield Business School

 Graphic-wrapped
doors to the shop floor
welcome visitors into
the Tardis
 Members of
academic faculty and
support staff meeting
the team
 Floor footprints
showcase another
Print Shop offering
and lead the way
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Our next conference theme

You’ve recently changed the

is ‘Fit for the future’. Are you

printroom equipment. What did

broadening your services?

you invest in?

Yes, we’re looking at products
and software that link print into
digital marketing campaigns. I
feel it’s important that print is
part of the communication mix
and we educate our colleagues
on what options are available.

Canon Imagepress IPR
C10000VP, VarioPrint 6160
Ultra, ImagePRESS C850,
Varioprint 140 and Watkiss
near-line PowerSquare224.

We’re also looking at different
products, e.g. Teslaflex
(magnetic wall coverings), Reveal
cards, NFC technology, Funflips... products that have higher
margins and a different appeal.

at a glance

31,500
4,400
6.6
one
four
two
DSF
one MIS
students at SHU

staff at SHU

equivalent FTE in Print & Design

campus print facility

digital presses

large format machines

web-to-print for staff and students

Tharsterns

Is your focus on staff

What’s the best investment

or students?

you’ve ever made?

Our main customers are staff.
The biggest annual jobs we
provide for them are course
handbooks. We know exactly
what our colleagues want the
handbooks to be like and we
ensure we deliver them on
time – checking things like their
branding is correct.
Since I have been here, we’ve
focused more and more on
getting students to use the
service too.
Are your team cross-trained?
Everyone can work all the
machines and handle the
administrative side – from
booking-in to the customer
counter. Every week we rotate
the team to specific areas,
but because it’s a small unit
and because of the nature of
the work, the team help out
where needed.

Investing in web-to-print. Firstly
Xerox web services and now DSF.
DSF wasn’t easy to get right, due
to the number of variables and
pricing structures. However, it’s
proving to be successful – with
60% of orders currently received
online. And we are converting
more all the time.
Do you print variable data?
Yes. The basics – name, address
etc. We’d like to offer more, but
the cost is quite prohibitive.
Are you responsible for
managing Hallam’s MFD fleet?
No, this sits with IT.
Do you offer self-service or
while-you-wait services?
Not self-service. We offer binding
from hard copy while-you-wait.
We print students’ work the
same day if they upload online
before 7am.

We try to be as entrepreneurial
as we can as it is so important
to keep ahead of the game.

 The shop floor
 One of the Print
Shop’s SHU T-shirt
designs
 Teslaflex magnetic
wall covering being
applied by Dave
Airstone
 Knocking-up
 Paul Clayton
demonstrating NFC
smart technology

Do you undertake external work?
If so, is it a growth area?
We do. 16% of our revenue is
from external customers. This is
growing and is an area we would
like to develop further to help
with the peaks and troughs.
Are you responsible for central
print buying including the
Hallam Prospectus?
Not at the moment, but with
the work we are doing with the
University of Sheffield this may
change in the future.
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We’re looking at
products and software
that link print into
digital marketing
campaigns. I feel
it’s important that
print is part of the
communication mix
and we educate our
colleagues on what
options are available.
Paul Bishop,
Print Shop Manager

 The corridor into
the Print Shop –
transformed from
magnolia paint with
striking graphic
wallpaper, printed and
applied in-house
 Print Shop
icons – highlighting
some of their many
deliverables
 Outdoor floor
graphic showcasing
what the team can
produce in-house
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How are you teaming up with

What’s your biggest challenge

The University of Sheffield and

at the moment?

what are the benefits?

To make the Print Shop
responsible for buying all
of the institution’s print, which
will mean producing more
in-house and reducing what
is produced externally.

We’re joining forces on a
tender for external print
suppliers. To ensure we comply
with financial regulations, we’ll
be shortlisting between five and
eight suppliers who will be able
to meet all of our institutions’
printing requirements. There
will also be a mechanism so that
our in-house units are recognized
as potential suppliers for
each other.
The advantage is combined
buying power and shared
knowledge. We are two of the
country’s largest universities.
We will benefit from each
other’s expertise, obtain lower
prices, police rogue print buyers
within our institutions and have
common account managers.
At Hallam it will help to reduce
the amount of print that is
currently procured externally
and allow us produce as much
as possible in-house.
What’s been the key to your
unit’s success?
We’re flexible and produce
work that is high quality. We
turn jobs around fast, provide
a friendly service and always
offer a solution.

We are currently working with
key stakeholders to understand
their printing requirements and
to demonstrate the potential
savings that can be made.
The partnership with the
University of Sheffield will
provide the framework for
procuring print that cannot
be produced in-house at the
most favourable rates.
How has Hallam benefitted
from your ACPME
membership and your time
on the committee?
The support from other members
is invaluable –advice on
products, services, answers to
questions and reassurance that
it’s not just your department
that certain things happen to.
It has helped us to make the
best purchasing decisions and
provided inspiration to take the
department forward 

Order your
print online
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About Dave Birrs
Dave draws on neuroscience, psychology,
biology and behavioural economics.

ACPME ANNUAL
CONFERENCE 2018

He’s obsessed with creativity – what it is,
where it comes from, its role in history,
its place in our future, what makes some
people more creative than others – and
this obsession finds its way into almost
everything he does. He’s on a mission
to shatter the myths and destroy the
mystique around the creative process.
And on the way, enable more people to
harness their untapped creative abilities
and help organisations use it more
effectively.

Kicking-off
with the
awesome
Dave Birss

Join us at Dunston Hall, Norwich 3–6 June 2018

Engaging speakers

Fit for the future

‘Must see’ keynotes and
sector-leading experts

#ACPMEConf2018 will bring
creative and print managers together
from across the UK to discuss and
debate how to evolve, diversify and
embrace new technologies to be relevant
and meet the future needs of their
institutions.
Members will share knowledge of
their own successes, developments
and plans – so every delegate feels
supported and aware of opportunities.
We’ll be inspired by motivational talks,
hear from leading industry-specific
speakers and learn what suppliers have
in the pipeline to ensure we innovate,
develop and thrive.
Over three packed days delegates
will develop skills, expand their network
and grow professionally.

Discussion topics will include:
• getting buy-in from senior management
to support investment in new initiatives
• setting objectives that support a
nd align with university strategy
• methods of increasing customer
satisfaction
• being prepared to demonstrate
relevance
• the value of transparency
• diversification and future-proofing
Changes in the HE landscape are
massive. So are the opportunities and
challenges. Through networking and
collaboration, you’ll be armed with the
tools to ensure fitness for purpose,
mitigate against any challenges and
to make strides forward.
There’s also an exciting programme
of evening activities planned including
an evening on a Norfolk Broads paddlesteamer and the 2018 ACPME Creative
+ Print Awards.

Whether you’re a designer in a creative team,
a marketeer, a photographer or a print manager –
there’ll be energy from the beginning to end.
Jonathan Walters, Web
and Digital Manager,
Loughborough University
Jonathan leads a team
of award-winning digital
professionals within
Loughborough University’s
Marketing and Advancement
department. Covering web design and development,
content creation, digital engagement, social
media, video and photography, the team have been
responsible for the delivery of a large number of
high-profile projects including #IAMIN, the 2016
‘Gameplan’ clearing campaign, LboroGrad as
well as driving forward the digital development of
Loughborough’s undergraduate and postgraduate
prospectuses. Jonathan has ten years’ experience
in higher education marketing and has been working
in the web and digital environment for over 20 years.

 davebirss.com

Rounding-off on a high
with Andy Cope
Andy Cope describes himself as a ‘professional
trainer, qualified teacher, author and learning
junkie’. He has recently completed a Doctorate
at Loughborough University... investigating the
science of happiness and positivity.
Andy will leave you
super-charged and
ready to succeed.

follow @beingbrilliant

follow @jswalters

Book today and ensure you’re fit for the future
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numbers
PRINT AND PAPER IN A DIGITAL WORLD
KEY FINDINGS FROM THE UK SURVEY

Exceptional performance. Professional
features. World-class image quality. You
know it’s a Sharp.
Printing shouldn’t be difficult. This is why Sharp’s high volume MFP range means that you can produce large
volumes of professional quality documents, on demand and at a moment’s notice, on a huge range of media.
Best-in-class media handling, high input capacity and a unique ability to print right to the edge of landscape
format documents - our MFPs help operators to quickly create high quality, full bleed booklets in-line.
Our MFP’s boast an impressive range of paper input and document finishing options allowing you take on a
huge variety of jobs. Powerful processing technology, deeply integrated with Adobe technology and Fiery
lets you fulfil demands faster and with greater precision. What’s more, the modular design means that the
configuration you specify today can be easily upgraded if your needs change in the future.
Data security is everyone’s concern. And with tough new laws such as the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) placing stringent obligations on organisations, you need every part of your network to be compliant.
That includes printers. Because of this Sharp MFP’s come with layers of robust but unobtrusive security.
Powerful encryption, network protocol filtering, document control, activity logs, strong password protection
and secure erasure capabilities work together to ensure that confidential information and intellectual property
are protected whether you’re copying, scanning or printing.

www.sharp.co.uk

In June 2017, a survey of 1,070 UK consumers
was commissioned by Two Sides. The survey
provides insight into how print and paper is
viewed, preferred and trusted by consumers
in today’s digital world.

Many consumers prefer
and enjoy reading in print
The survey found print to be the
preferred choice for recreational
reading in the UK: magazines
(78%), books (73%) and
news (62%).
Although printed newspapers
were preferred overall, clear
generational differences could
be seen in the findings. 77%
of over 55s prefer to read
news in print, but the younger
the respondent was, the
less likely they were to prefer
printed newspapers – with just
35% of the 18–24 years olds
choosing print. Mobile was the
most popular format for news
consumption amongst the
18–24 year olds at 38%.
Printed books were preferred
across all age groups, followed
by e-readers (12%) and tablets
(7%). E-readers, such as Kindles,
were more popular amongst the

older respondents, and tablets
with younger respondents. 72%
of those surveyed believe reading
a printed book is more enjoyable
than reading a book on an
electronic device.
For bills and statements, the
survey found that UK consumers
prefer to read these on their
computers (laptops and
desktops). Printed statements
were preferred by 29% of
respondents and 56% say
they prefer to receive bills and
financial statements through
a combination of both online
and on paper.

51%

UK Study
gender
breakdown

49%

55+
(36%)

18–24
(11%)
UK study
age breakdown

45–54
(18%)

25–34
(17%)
35–44
(17%)

Consumers want to retain
the right to choose how they
receive communications
The survey examined consumer
attitudes towards the drive to
digital-only communications.
88% believe they should have
the right to choose how they
receive communications (printed
or electronically) from their
service providers. A further
73% believe they should not be
charged more for choosing paper
bills or statements and 41% of
UK consumers would consider
changing provider if forced
to go digital-only.
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The drive to digital and consumer choice
believe consumers should have
the right to choose how they
receive communications (printed
or electronic) from financial
organisations and service providers,
and 73% believe they should not be
charged more for choosing a paper
bill or statement.

88%

agree that claims about the switch
to digital being better for the
environment are made because
the sender wants to save money.

64%

Safety and Security
are increasingly concerned that
their personal information held
electronically is at risk of being
hacked, stolen, lost or damaged
and 69% keep hard copies of
important documents filed at
home, as they believe this is the
safest and most secure way of
storing their information.

71%

Advertising preferences

64%
41%

agree that government, banks and
other organizations want to persuade
them to ‘go paperless’, but it’s not
‘paperless’ because they regularly
have to print out documents at home
if they want a hard copy. In fact, 52%
find it easier to track their expenses
and manage their finances when they
are printed on paper.

believe fake news is a worrying trend:
39% trust the news stories they read
in printed newspapers, and only 16%
trust the news stories they read on
social media.

58%

63%

believe that reading news in a
printed newspaper provides a deep
understanding of the story and 57%
read a printed newspaper at least
once a week.

Digital overload

69

%

think it’s important to
‘switch off’ and enjoy printed
books and magazines.

Print provides more
privacy and security

News consumption
habits are changing

71% of UK consumers are
increasingly concerned that
their personal information held
electronically is at risk of being
hacked, stolen, lost or damaged
and 69% keep hard copies of
important documents filed at
home, as they believe this is
the safest and most secure
way of storing their information.

The results reveal that
consumers still spend a lot of
time reading printed products
every week. 29% of respondents
read printed newspapers every
day and a further 28% pick up
a paper at least once a week.
Despite 62% of respondents
preferring to read news in print,
in practice, more are reading
news on electronic devices on
a daily (42%) and weekly (28%)
basis. 75% of 18–24 year olds
say they prefer to get their news
online for free and 62% say they
will read more news online in
the future.

Print is more trusted
and provides a deeper
understanding to the reader

Reading preferences and habits
of 18–24 year olds
in the UK read a
printed book at least
once a week. Only
27% read e-books
every week.

74

%

59%

do not trust many of the ads they see
online and 63% do their best to block
or avoid them. 72% can’t remember
the last time they willingly clicked an
online advertisement.

say they would consider switching to
an alternative financial organisation
or service provider if they were forced
to go ‘paperless’.

Trust

76%

43%

would be more likely to take an action
after seeing an advertisement in
a printed newspaper or magazine
than they would if they saw the same
advert online.

of 18–24 year olds believe they spend
too much time on electronic devices.
58% are concerned this could be
damaging to their health.

More consumers believe they
gain a deeper understanding
of the story when read from
newspapers (63%) over online
news sources (45%).
76% of all UK respondents
believe ‘fake news’ is a worrying
trend and just 16% trust the
news stories found on social
media. Older age groups were
less trusting of both printed
and online news sources: just
35% of respondents over 55 say
they trust the news stories they
read in printed newspapers, and
only 4% say they trust the news
stories found on social media.

There is concern about
the impacts of digital
consumption on health
47% believe they spend too
much time on electronic devices
and 46% are concerned the
overuse of electronic devices
could be damaging to their
health. 31% feel they are
suffering from ‘digital overload’
– this rises to 58% amongst the
18–24 year olds.
Although 69% think it’s
important to ‘switch off’ from
screens, 62% of respondents
claim they are reading fewer
printed magazines than they
used to and 44% are reading
fewer books.

Despite the shift to reading
more news online, 59%
of respondents would be
concerned if printed
newspapers were to
disappear in the future.

ACPME are members of Two Sides and
resources/tools are available. For more
information,get in touch: 01327 262920
membership@twosides.info
www.twosides.info
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COLLABORATION

HELPS TO GET IT RIGHT

The University of Sheffield is a member of the
Russell Group of leading UK research universities.
They are a world top-100 university renowned for their
excellence, impact and distinctiveness of their researchled learning and teaching. We chat with Paul Tetley
and team to discover how they support and influence
clients and colleagues, optimise their operations
and seek out new opportunities.

You manage both Print and Design
teams. Lets begin on the creative
side, how is design work commissioned
at The University of Sheffield?

 Paul Tetley,
Print and Design
Solutions Manager

Creative work can be commissioned
through Print and Design Solutions
(PDS). We have a team of four
designers and a studio manager.

All our staff are professionally-trained
and some have had extensive careers
outside of the University giving the
team a broad set of skills to adapt
design to any given request.
The University has an approved list for
creative agencies for print, video and
brand work and PDS are at the top of
that list. The University’s department

 Michelle (Operations
Manager), Pat (Digital
Print Technician) and Linda
(Production Coordinator)
ensuring a digital print job
hits the mark
 Wayne (Senior
Graphic Designer) and
Lee (Digital Designer)
being creative
 Richard and Paul (Wide
Format Technicians) in the
wide format room adjacent
to the design studio
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of Corporate Communications
are in the process of drawing up
a tender for creating a roster of
contracted agencies and PDS are
part of the steering group which
will guide this work.
Do you manage the output of the
external creative agencies?

in Sheffield, to establish an
electrical vehicle manufacturing
plant. The project was done in
collaboration with the University
departments of Engineering, EFM
and Corporate Communications,
in conjunction with Sheffield City
Council and personnel involved
with Sheffield’s new China Town.

No, but we do have a working
relationship with some of them.
This can be providing print or
working on collaborative projects
– such as the Festival of the
Mind. In this project, the agency
leads on the design and PDS on
the print. We do provide print for
some University publications
designed externally, some clients
can see the benefit and savings
of purchasing print through our
team of print buyers and the
Framework Agreement.

As this was a prestigious project
and extremely important to
both the University and the
City of Sheffield, it meant
close cooperation between the
collaborators and our design and
print teams. Within a week we
designed a 20-page interactive
PDF and printed copies in-house
for the client to distribute to the
prospective Chinese company.

Can you give an example of a

Briefs can vary depending on our
client. Corporate Communications
and some marketing officers
within the faculties will provide an
initial written brief for the designer
and print estimator to work with.
We usually follow these briefs
up with a short meeting just to
recap on content and discuss
options available. Clients who are
not as experienced at procuring
design and print usually request
a meeting with either a designer
or print estimator before they
can create a brief. It is rewarding
guiding clients through the design
and print process especially when
they are feeling anxious about
the process and unaware of the
complexities, as is demonstrated
through many client testimonials.

campaign that you’re particularly
proud of and explain why?
In December, we were
commissioned to design and
print a high-profile brochure for a
prominent vehicle manufacturer in
China as a prospective investor

 Sheryl, Richard,
Danielle and Wayne
meeting on the
creative couches
 Paul trimming
wide format
 Mark (Graphic
Designer), Lee and
Sheryl focussed
at their macs
 Paul binding in
the production area

How do PDS take briefs to ensure
optimum results?

at a glance

27,947
8,261
pool
students at TUOS

staff at TUOS

of student casual workers at PDS

20.2
four
three

equivalent FTE staff in PDS

digital presses – 2 colour, 2 mono

wide format machines

finishing
2 collate fold stitch/trim
binding lines, perfect binding ,
creaser folder, laminator,
foiling /thesis binding

595

machines in MFD fleet & managed
in close liaison with PDS

one MIS

Tharstern MIS, Classic
Estimating, Estimate Pro, Job
Costing, CRM, Stock Control and
Intranet Data Capture

four
storefronts
staff, students, societies and
external Pageflex (i-way)
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Do you have account handlers?

How has your creative service

How do you collaborate

Again it varies, designers will
liaise directly with clients once
they start working on a project.
If a project is print only, then
the print estimator will work
closely with the client and the
print production team. We do
have a Business Developer who
works closely with clients to build
relationships and networks,
identify business opportunities
and monitor market trends.

evolved with clients wanting

with your colleagues across

digital design?

the University?

For several years the digital
services at PDS were constrained
to small projects such as HTML
emails, interactive PDFs and
static banner ads and it was
becoming clear that our clients
wanted more digital options. We
started to invest in our digital
portfolio in early 2016 and we
now create inspiring graphic
design for use on-screen and
online. This includes motion
graphics, animation, animated
plasma screens, video editing
and production, websites, Google
display adverts, social media
graphics, HTML emails and
PowerPoint presentations.

We collaborate with many
academic departments,
faculties and professional
services through meeting,
forums and undertaking
presentations. We are currently
working in partnership with
Corporate Communications in
the revision of the University’s
visual identity, phase one is
complete and we are looking
forward to working on phase
two of the project. We are also
producing a high volume of
design and print for Corporate
Communications from the
Annual Report to the VC
recruitment pack which will
consist of a designed document,
and a microsite. We attend the
University Marketing Forum
where we get to network with
other marketing officers and we
recently presented at this event.

What hourly rates do you charge?
We charge £60 per hour for
design but we are always willing
to work within a client’s budget
and advise them on how we can
help maximise their spend to
achieve their objectives.
 ‘Inform’ research
brochure and website,
designed and produced
for the Information School
 Performance Venues
plasma screen videos and
accompanying printed
programme. PDS also
designed their website

Our biggest surprise is the
number of requests we are
getting for website design, we
think this is partly due to word of
mouth from satisfied clients and
the support we are receiving from
the Digital Engagement Team in

Corporate Communications in
recommending our services.
Our clients have found it
invaluable that we can now
produce a project from the print
stage through to digital. This has
been demonstrated with clients
such as Performance Venues
where we designed and printed
their programme and took this
forward to plasma screen videos
and a website. Another example
is the Information School for
whom we produced the ‘Inform’
brochure and website.

Accommodation and
Commercial Services (ACS)
have approximately twenty
cafés on campus including hotel
accommodation, restaurants
and conferencing facilities.
We work closely with ACS to
produce almost all of their print
from posters, menus, leaflets,
vinyls, roller banners and
signage. We have regular catch
up meetings and we are always
available to visit their facilities
to do a walk around and measure
up for signage.
We also work closely with
the University Events Team in
producing all printed material
for graduation from the
programmes and certificates
to signage. We agree print
schedules in advance of work
coming in but we are always
available to turn work around
quickly when needed as this is a
very high-profile event and there
is always a lot to do. They are
very supportive to us in selling
University gifts and souvenirs

at these events and through
their own communication
channels, a great example
of how teams work together.
Do the designers like working
alongside print staff and how do
the print team enjoy having
‘arty-farty’ types in their midst?
We have a great team of
designers and digital print
technicians that work closely
together – offering support and
advice throughout the print
process. Designers enjoy the
flexibility of being able to sit with
clients at their computer to do
amends to their file and liaise
with the print team to produce
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a printed proof whilst the client
is on the premises.
Working closely with both
sections of digital and wide
format print is very beneficial for
the designers. For example, we
recently produced some huge
signage that included architects’
illustrations and as we all know
these files can be problematic
at the best of times. Early in the
design process the wide format
technician printed some test
strips of the illustrations at their
finished size to check that they
were suitable to be enlarged at
such a high percentage. If the
test had been unsuccessful then
this would have given us the
time to go back to the client and
architect for new files, saving
a lot of time in the production
process which is important when
deadlines are tight.
The designers also support
the digital print technicians
with technical issues associated
with clients’ own files. This
again supports clients to get
it right first time and speeds
up production.
Have you bought any new
equipment?
Yes, we have recently invested
in an Opus Foil XPress foiling
machine for foiling thesis covers
and personalisation of small run
books. We are now able to foil
 Richard checking
the wide format cutter
 Paul applying
window graphics
 Steven recycling waste.
90% of printroom waste
is recycled
 A freshly foiled thesis off
the Opus Foil XPress foiling
machine
 Wide format double-sided
window graphic designed
and printed for Clearing

in various colours on a wider
range of materials, this offers
clients more choice. We can
also save templates for future
reprints which speeds up the
production process.
Do you have a web-to-print portal?
Yes, we have myPrint our online
print solution provided by
Pageflex (i-Way). myPrint allows
students and staff to arrange
online printing of a diverse
variety of products including,
books, theses, stationery,
posters and leaflets. It has
an online store where you can
purchase promotional items and
University gifts and souvenirs.
It can be accessed seven days
a week, on or off campus.
We have also developed
templates for Accommodation
and Commercial Services to
allow staff to quickly and costeffectively produce posters
within their own corporate style
and without having to go through
their marketing team, saving the
client time.
65% of PDS business is
print ready files; ordering
via myPrint greatly reduces
administration overheads
which allows us to pass these
savings onto our clients.
Working directly with one service
provider has greatly improved
communication. Having a
dedicated administrator to take
ownership of the service has
given us continuity of service
and structured the responsibility
for software upgrades/patches
and future developments.
55% of business ordered
between August 2017 to January
2018 was through myPrint, with

18% of turnover in January 2018
at a value of £21.1K.
What kind of lead times do you
work to?
It depends on the complexity
of the job, we usually aim for
between 2–5 days turnaround
for direct-to-print jobs produced
internally. However, we all know
that the reality is sometimes
dropping everything to produce
a job in 24 hours and even the
same day. This is the benefit of
having an in-house service. We
would allow more time if design
was needed and this would be
agreed with the client.
How do you take payments?
Internal clients provide us
with a purchase order number,
any online orders are paid
by electronic quick transfer.
Student and external clients can
make payment by PayPal, credit/
debit card or sales invoice.
How do PDS deliver jobs?
We have our own delivery vehicle
and dedicated driver. We provide
a collection and delivery service
to porters’ lodges, departments,
cafés and strategic call-off
points across campus. Our
service level agreement is to
deliver goods within an agreed
time-scale, generally by 3pm
on the due date. However,
some of our campus is now
pedestrian walkways only so
some deliveries have to be made
by hand truck or before business
hours, to accommodate this we
have adjusted our driver’s hours
to a 7.30am start.
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What are the most common
challenges you face?
Cost is a common challenge
– everyone wants design and
print as cheap as possible but
without compromising on quality.
We see departments using nonapproved suppliers believing
that they are getting value for
money. However, when all the
extra costs are added on to their
invoice such as file amends,
proofs, delivery and VAT they
have in fact paid more than
if they had come to PDS to
purchase print through our
contracted suppliers.
We constantly review our
purchasing costs and negotiate
our own bespoke paper supply
contracts. We benchmark our
services against commercial
companies and we have strong
relationships with our contracted
suppliers to negotiate prices
and discounts.
So, staff are currently mandated
to get their print through PDS?
The Financial Regulations
stipulate that PDS are the
authorised print buyers on
behalf of the University. This
falls into three categories – litho
and digital print; wide format
print and promotional goods. All
orders for printed materials that
fall into these categories must
not be placed outside of the
University. However, this does
not stop departments placing
print with external suppliers.
We work closely with the
University’s procurement team
to monitor this and educate
departments were possible.
Procurement supply us with
a monthly report on outwork
print expenditure.
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We then review the report and
contact the departments listed
to inform them of our services
and costs. One such discussion
with a client was regarding
a Snapchat filter where the
department had paid an external
supplier double the cost of
what we charge for such work.
Sometimes it is about educating
departments about what is
available in-house.
Should you be responsible
for central print procurement
including the prospectus?
Yes, we should. We have an
opportunity to influence and
be involved in all print tenders
issued at TUOS and believe
print should be bought by
professionals who understand
the industry, equipment
capabilities and who recognise
where opportunities exist.
We’re never going to produce
all the university’s print on
site, but, with a balance of
in-house equipment and our
buying expertise, we are able
to produce and outsource
work appropriately and cost
effectively. We contract the
right mix of suppliers for the
University’s requirement and
have a team of staff with many
years of design, print and print
buying experience.
Your wide format service recently
won a ACPME Award. How has
that side of the business grown?
We have seen an increase in
window graphics, wall graphics
and vinyl cut lettering. We
have recently worked with the
University’s Accommodation
and Commercial Services to
brand their new Jonas Hotel,
located in the Endciffe Student

Village. We produced and fitted
all directional signs and vinyl
cut lettering for the walls. Our
investment in the vinyl cutter has
helped us to expand more into
this area.
What part of the University do
you report to?
We are part of Estates and
Facilities Management (EFM/
IT) – Corporate Information
and Computing Services
(CiCS) which has recently been
aligned with EFM. Our general
operational reporting is to CiCS
and the EFM/IT Director in
Academic Services.
Has moving to the (EFM/IT)
presented opportunities?
Yes, we are collaborating
with our colleagues within
EFM to design and print cost
effective temporary signage and
hoardings across campus. This
is potentially moving business
from the existing suppliers to
PDS. We have also produced
twelve Heras fencing banners
to brand the hoardings around
the building work on the
concourse. We hope to do much
more of this type of work with
our EFM colleagues.
How do you measure success?
We believe that retaining
clients and working with key
stakeholders such as The
Events Team, Student Services
and the Alumni Team for over
twenty years shows that we are
successful in what we do.
What’s next for print at TUOS?
The University has a
sustainable print policy
ratified by the University
Executive Board in support

of the University environmental
policy. The responsibility
for the maintenance and
implementation of this policy
is upheld by CiCS. Staff and
Student follow me printing is
used only for low volume day
to day printing scanning and
photocopying jobs. High volume
print jobs and those requiring
professional finishing such as
document binding are directed
to PDS. We continue to help
support and promote this policy
by meeting with departmental
print champions to advise
and guide them on processes,
timescales and cost.
We are also working with
Procurement to tender for

the provision of high quality litho
sheet fed and digital print. This
is a joint venture with Sheffield
Hallam University and will
help support the growth and
development of both print units.
What is the next big investment
on your wish list to save TUOS
money and to transform your
service offering?
We would like to invest in a wide
format flatbed printer and die
cutter to enable us to provide
all the University signage in a
wide variety of materials and
shapes in-house 

 Crick Centre
Biennial Report
 PDS from the road.
Swing by if you’re in
the area
 Chris (Print
Finishing Technician)
smiling for the
camera
 Foiled Sheffield
Scanner brochure
 Tom, Lucy and
Danielle from the
estimating team

LET US BE THE FUEL
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MIS Systems

Wide Format

Soft Signage

EFI ADVERT

Hybrid Superwide

Roll-to-Roll Superwide

Thermoform
Printing

Fiery Servers
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Industrial Textile
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Web to Print Solutions

Ceramic

EFI offers you the broadest choice of products across the widest range of applications to fuel
TM

your success. From superwide LED inkjet, to ceramic printing, to powerful Fiery print servers.
®

From the lowest cost per print, to soft signage textile printing, to delivering peak performance
by running your business through EFI Productivity Suites. Visit efi.com

Nothing herein should be construed as a warranty in addition to the express warranty statement provided with EFI products and services.
EFI, FabriVU, Fiery and VUTEk are trademarks of Electronics For Imaging, Inc. and/or its wholly owned subsidiaries in the U.S. and/or certain other countries.
©2018 Electronics For Imaging, Inc. All rights reserved.
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H A R D HWAARRDE W A R E

Paul uses his digital hardware expertise to provide the best possible solutions
for our customers. From helping them to make the most of existing hardware and
optimise their workflows to advising on new hardware purchases, Paul is passionate
about ensuring our customers are given industry leading support to help them grow
their business. Find out how we have helped our customers find the right solution
at digital2business.co.uk or contact us today with your challenge.

Hopefully you’re enjoying our work on this
magazine. Pages is typical of our nose-to-tail
approach – from generating engaging copy
to ensuring optimal finished results.
INNOVATION
Our team has in-depth experience
of
internal and external HE communications
– from staff engagement projects to
recruitment campaigns. We also have
a proven track record driving staff and
students to use in-house print units.

Technology and Sales Support Specialist
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Remarkable design.
Outstanding value.
INNOVATION
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ADVERTISE

HERE
Our magazine is
delivered to 1,200
creative and print
professionals across
the UK HE sector.
Ensure our readers are
best informed about
your company’s hottest
products and latest
news…
The next issue will
be published early
August 2018.
Call 07872 417028
or contact
comms@acpme.ac.uk

DATES FOR YOUR

YOUR BOARD OF DIRECTORS

ACPME Board meetings

CHAIR SIMON HAMPTON-MATTHEWS

JUSTIN GOUGH

University of the West of England

Birmingham City University

0117 328 4673

0121 331 7758

simon.hampton-matthews@uwe.ac.uk

justin.gough@bcu.ac.uk

VICE CHAIR JANINE BARRACLOUGH

IAN HICKMAN

University of Sheffield

University of Leicester

0114 222 4007

0116 223 1515

j.l.barraclough@sheffield.ac.uk

imh3@leicester.ac.uk

SECRETARY ALISON FREER

STEPHEN MCCANN

Loughborough University

University of Glasgow

01509 222190

0141 330 3116

a.j.freer@lboro.ac.uk

Stephen.McCann@glasgow.ac.uk

TREASURER STEVE REDDING

LORNA MCKANNA-MAULKIN

If you have an idea for a SIG meeting and/
or would like to host an event please
email Alison: a.j.freer@lboro.ac.uk

SOAS, University of London

University of Brighton

020 7898 4066

01273 642790

sr54@SOAS.AC.UK

L.Mckanna-Maulkin@brighton.ac.uk

Showcasing your work

ACPME SCOTTISH CHAIR
MARTIN PARKER

IAN WILCOX

Robert Gordon University

023 8033 4645

01224 262942

i.wilcox@soton.ac.uk

DIARY

Your Board will be meeting on
14 & 15 March 2018. If you have any
topics you would like discussed or
suggestions, please send them to
Alison for inclusion at the meeting.
a.j.freer@lboro.ac.uk
2018 Annual Conference
Dunston Hall, Norwich
3–6 June 2018
Book early to avoid disappointment.
Complete the booking form enclosed
(reverse of the cover sheet) or
visit www.acpme.ac.uk

WANT TO
BE IN THE

LIMELIGHT?
Read about others in
this issue and want to
tell the world about
what you do, what your
team are working on…?
Give Darren a holler:
comms@acpme.ac.uk
Remember that units
come in all shapes and
sizes. You don’t need to
have monster presses
or huge teams to
feature. There’ll be other
teams similar to yours
within the membership,
keen to hear what you
have to say and to hear
how you’re tackling
challenges.

KNOW US, LIKE US

FOLLOW US
Follow ACPME on social
media to see what’s going
on, what we’re planning
and how to be involved:

/acpme.ac.uk
@acpme_uk

Trade shows
Sign & Digital
The largest annual showcase for
the visual communications sector
24–26 April 2018
NEC, Birmingham
www.signuk.com
FESPA
The largest international wide format
event. Encompassing screen, digital
and textile print
15–17 May 2018
Berlin, Germany
www.fespa.com
Email the membership if you
are planning to attend and meet
for a chat and a coffee.

Special Interest Group Meetings
Photography & video,
The University of Glasgow
Date tbc – late-April/May 2018
If you’re interested in photography
or video this is a great opportunity to
network, to share tips and to take part
in an interactive workshop.
Give hosting a go – you just need to be
prepared to table a discussion or present
briefly. It will showcase your University
and get you known to the group. Some
costs will be covered by ACPME.
They’re a great way to hear what others
are doing and to network with like-minded
members facing similar challenges.

Remember ACPME Awards span a
whole year. You should have some
work in the drawer ready for submission.
Start thinking about your entries for
each category now.

University of Southampton

m.parker@rgu.ac.uk

Entry deadline: Friday 6 April

Your opportunity to travel
Every year, ACPME sends a member
to ACUP’s conference and another
member to NIPPA’s conference. If you’d
like to travel and are keen to represent
our network overseas in 2018, email
Simon: chair@acpme.ac.uk
To discover more about our partner
associations overseas visit:
www.acup-edu.org
(Conference: 29 April – 3 May 2018,
Lake Tahoe) and
www.nippa.com.au

Administrator / conference organiser

Communications officer

ROY STARES

DARREN LEWIS

admin@acpme.ac.uk

comms@acpme.ac.uk

07860 722552

07872 417028

The Association of Creative and Print Managers in Education, a private company limited by guarantee registered
in England and Wales number 10244428.
Registered address: The White House, 18 Willenhall Close, Luton LU3 3XX

Disclaimer This Association and magazine are fully independent and not affiliated in any way with companies or products
mentioned herein. All text and layout is copyright of ACPME Ltd. Nothing may be reproduced in whole or part without written
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The RICOH Pro C7100X Series
A True Game Changer.
Transform the playing field, open up
new opportunities, and expand your
creative possibilities.

Game changing at
The University of Reading
Other Universities
with 5-colour Ricoh
digital presses
• Brunel University
• De Montfort
University
• University of
Chichester
• University of
Hertfordshire
• University
of Leeds
• University
of Reading
• University
of Wales
• University of
Wolverhampton
• University of
Worcester

More jobs, more options
This CMYK over white cover is
an example of the kind of work
that The University of Reading
have been able to produce
since investing in Ricoh
production print equipment.
The University has been
able to design and print more
creative solutions – from
printing on red envelopes,
to using clear varnish toner
to enhance printed work.
The banner tray brings larger
formats such as A4 6pp inhouse and the inclusion of a
high capacity delivery system
means longer runs are a breeze.

What’s more – new levels of
colour consistency, accurate
registration and image quality.
All this means far more is being
kept in-house.

The 7100x story
Today’s print room customers
demand tight delivery times
on short length runs. You need
an affordable colour digital
press that can than meet their
deadlines and handle a wide
variety of applications. You can
extend your capabilities with
5th colour white, clear
and neon toners providing
nearly limitless options to
meet your internal and external
customer demands.

